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$1400 / 
year

All Basic features, plus:

Chemical

$360 / 
year

All Basic features, plus:

Action
Basic or “Vendor” 

Option

$0/
 
year

XX Create a profile, visible to the entire 
CleanChain community

XX Connect to unlimited suppliers

XX Connect to unlimited customers and share 
your profile

XX View your suppliers’ chemical data 

XX Upload unlimited products to your chemical 
inventory

XX Access dashboard analytics and reporting

XX Access Product Library

XX Monitor your suppliers’ conformance 
against third-party conformance standards, 
including ZDHC MRSL data from ZDHC 
Gateway

XX Monitor your conformance against other 
third-party conformance standards 
(excluding ZDHC Gateway data)

XX Monitor your conformance against verified 
ZDHC MRSL data and run InCheck™ 
Reports (+$300/yr) 

XX No chemical inventory data sharing

XX Provides 1 user, additional are $100/year

XX Respond to unlimited Action Plans

XX Create internal Action Plans for use 
within your account

XX Provides 5 users, additional are 
$100/year

XX Share chemical information and 
inventory data with unlimited brands 
and customers

XX Monitor your conformance against 
control lists for connected brands

XX Respond to your customers’ specific 
inventory product questions (IPQs)

XX Monitor your conformance against 
verified ZDHC MRSL data from ZDHC 
Gateway

XX Create ZDHC InCheck™ Reports

XX Provides 5 users, additional are 
$100/year



www.cleanchain.com

Register for free at CleanChain.com,  
or upgrade to the Action or Chemical module for more specialized features.

All users will have access to our world-class support and knowledge base, including:

         24/5 email support 
         In-application form-based support 
         Chat support (when available)

Getting Started Guides 
Knowledge Base and Help Center 
Getting Started Tutorials

ADECCCSP-0919

CleanChain™, an ADEC Innovation, aligns with current processes and streamlines the tracking, managing, and reporting progress with 
different commitments, policies, and regulations across supply chains. 

CleanChain gives suppliers a simple and standardized way of managing operations and demonstrating best practices, safety, and 
sustainability.

Sign up for a free Basic account or upgrade your experience with the Action or Chemical module.  
Contact cleanchainsupport@adec-innovations.com or visit CleanChain.com for more information.

CleanChain evolves with the market.  Modules, features and functionality on the future CleanChain roadmap include:

 Compliance: Wastewater:

XX Improved access to simplified, specific and tailored legal 
requirements

XX Manage and keep track of applicable legislation

XX Compare Wastewater and Facility Input Inventory Reports to identify 
root cause of failures

XX Integration with ZDHC ClearStream™

XX Compare your Wastewater test results to permits and standards

XX Track individual failed results as a Corrective Action

XX Supplier Scorecard, with your performance ranked against others in 
the industry

15% off for two or more facilities

http://www.cleanchain.com

